New and returning students can ship from home or order online for delivery to campus up to **four boxes** to be delivered to your room before move in.

Boxes must be less than **5 cubic feet** or roughly **20\times20\times20 inches**.

Ship to campus between no earlier than **August 1** and no later than **August 15**. Items shipped before August 1 may be returned to sender and items shipped after August 15 may not be received in time for in room delivery.

We recommend placing on line orders the same day you ship from home so that they arrive on campus around the same time.

Address your 4 boxes to this address. Be sure to use the student’s full name, building, and room number. This is also important if ordering on line.

After August 15, or for small boxes and online orders, use your regular student mailing address:

**Wendy Wellesley**  
Building and Room Number  
106 Central Street  
Wellesley, MA 02481

**Unit #** (individual for each student)  
21 Wellesley College Road  
Wellesley, MA 02481 - (unit specific extension)

Still have questions?  
Please reach out to Residential Life and Housing at studenthousing@wellesley.edu with the subject line “Ship to Campus”.

**Wendy Wellesley**  
Building and Room Number  
106 Central Street  
Wellesley, MA 02481

**August 1st - 15th**
SHIP TO CAMPUS

Common Questions

Q: What size boxes can I send to campus?
   A: Boxes should be less than 5 cubic feet, or roughly 20x20x20 inches. A good frame of reference is a medium to large size moving box like those sold at common retailers (UPS Store, UHaul, Lowe’s, Wal-Mart, etc.)

Q: Can I ship other sized items for delivery in room, like a futon or a rolled carpet?
   A: Unfortunately, no. In order for the labor of moving items to go smoothly, we need students to stick to regular sized boxes. Other items may be rerouted to the Mail Services in the Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center for student pick up during business hours. Hand carts are available for student check out if needed.

Q: Will Wellesley pay for or assist with shipping costs?
   A: The cost of shipping to campus is the responsibility of the student or their family. Most carriers, such as UPS or USPS, determine shipping cost based on size, weight, and distance between origin and destination.

Q: How can we make sure we know how many boxes and online retailer will use?
   A: You can’t know for certain but you can estimate. If purchasing a mattress pad and a comforter on line, it is likely they will ship in separate boxes as they are large items. Smaller items from one retailer may ship together in one box.

Q: What online retailers will ship to campus? Can we use Amazon or Target or similar retailers?
   A: Most online retailers will ship to campus. Please remember to use the student’s full name and building and room number when ordering. Only large boxes will be delivered in room. Small boxes or padded envelopes will be rerouted to Mail Services.

Q: What happens if the package is delayed and not received on campus in time for in room delivery?
   A: Items shipped to campus before August 15 should be received in time for in room delivery. If a package is delayed, it will be rerouted to Mail Services for student pick up.

Q: If I have items in storage on campus or with Boomerang, do those boxes count toward my 4 boxes?
   A: No, items in storage for returning students, on campus or with Boomerang, will be delivered to your room separately of anything shipped to campus. Please carefully consider what you need for the academic term and how you will store it or send it home at the end of the term.

Q: I live local, do I need to ship my items? Can I drop items off on campus before move in?
   A: No, you are not required to ship your items to campus. A student plus one helper can move in what would fit in one moving cart. Unfortunately, we can not accommodate early drop offs.